Abstract
The report is focused on showing a wide range and variety of ways in which Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) solutions could play a transformative role, and so the bulk of the report provides case studies of actual examples of ICT solutions already developed and in action to enable energy efficiency in three particular areas, namely, smart logistics, smart grid/smart metering, and smart buildings. Ultimately, in line with the WBG's charter, this study is concerned with the question of how ICT can play a transformative role in developing countries' climate-smart future. However, as the World Development Report 2010 recognized, this is bound to start in higher-income countries, which have the incentives (being high-energy and high-cost users), the technical know-how and the resources to innovate and implement pioneering solutions to cut their costs and their carbon emissions. Some such solutions will have applicability to the developing world; a minority right away, more year by year as technology is proven and efficiencies of scale kick in. The report concludes with some thoughts, drawn out of these case studies, on the trajectory of ICT in energy efficiency in the world generally, but especially within the focus areas of logistics, the grid, and buildings, and on what these case studies might mean for developing countries and their priorities in terms of energy efficiency.
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Funding scheme: STREP. ICT for Energy Efficiency. Target Outcomes: c) ICT services and software tools enhanced with energy features. • ICT services and software tools that incorporate parameters for controlling emissions and energy consumption. • CAD and simulation tools • Enterprise Management Systems • Definition of patterns, profiles, methods, energy consumption models. • Novel ICT solutions for Smart Electricity Distribution Networks. Target Outcomes: • Research could include issues such as: dynamically reconfigurable ICT architectures technologies and tools for ICT systems survivability platforms integrating (near) real-time information. SCIS Clusters: Demonstration projects, Energy Efficiency in Buildings, ICT based solutions for energy efficiency. EnerGAware. The EnerGAware project will develop and test, in 100 affordable homes, a serious game that will be linked to the actual energy consumption (smart meter data) of the game user's home and embedded in social media and networking tools. The EnerGAware solution will provide an innovative IT ecosystem in Continue reading. Project Details. Budget Information. OrbEEt aims to introduce an innovative solution to facilitate public and social engagement to action for energy efficiency by providing real-time assessments of energy impact and energy-related organisational behaviour. GreenPlay, Project Details. ICT Energy Efficiency Forum. May 11-12, 2016, Madrid, Spain. Invitation letter. Invitation letter. Welcome. These levels of energy consumption can result in millions of metric tons of CO2 emission. ICT industry is facing the challenge the very fast highly increased energy cost and flat revenue increase. We take great pleasure in inviting you to the ICT Energy Efficiency Forum 2016, which will be held by ITU and Huawei, on T1-12 May in Madrid, Spain. We trust that this forum will offer great insight into the future development of ICT infrastructure, and we are excited to have you join us in discussing new ideas and key technologies that will promote industry development and enable your business to exc...
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